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Item 9.   REGULATION FD DISCLOSURE

          The following statement is being furnished by the Company under the
          provisions of Regulation FD:

          The Company announced today that for fiscal 2003 the Company is
          revising its earlier diluted earnings per share guidance to
          approximately $2.07.
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          This revision to previous guidance of approximately $2.05 per share
          reflects the Company's decision to no longer pursue the divestiture of
          its Critical Care Monitoring product line which has annual revenues of
          approximately $47 million, and certain other product lines having
          aggregate annual revenues of approximately $150 million.
          Previous fiscal 2003 guidance of approximately $2.05 per share
          reflected approximately 5 cents of dilution from the then anticipated
          divestitures. Revised guidance assumes that approximately 3 cents per
          share will be reinvested in these product lines and in other
          initiatives. The net effect of these decisions is to increase previous
          guidance by approximately two cents per share.

          This report may contain certain forward-looking statements (as
          defined under Federal securities laws) regarding the Company's
          performance, including future revenues, products and income, or events
          or developments that the Company expects to occur or anticipates
          occurring in the future. All such statements are based upon current
          expectations of the Company and involve a number of business risks and
          uncertainties. Actual results could vary materially from anticipated
          results described, implied or projected in any forward-looking
          statement. Factors that could cause actual results to vary materially
          from any forward-looking statement include, but are not limited to:
          competitive factors; pricing and market share pressures; uncertainties
          of litigation; the Company's ability to achieve sales and earnings
          forecasts, which are based on sales volume and product mix
          assumptions, to achieve its cost savings objectives, and to achieve
          anticipated synergies and other cost savings in connection with
          acquisitions; changes in regional, national or foreign economic
          conditions; increases in energy costs; fluctuations in costs and
          availability of raw materials and in the Company's ability to maintain
          favorable supplier arrangements and relationships; changes in interest
          or foreign currency exchange rates; delays in product introductions;
          and changes in health care or other governmental regulation, as well
          as other factors discussed in the Company's filings with the
          Securities and Exchange Commission. We do not intend to update any
          forward-looking statements.

                                   SIGNATURES

         Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,
the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned hereunto duly authorized.

                                           BECTON, DICKINSON AND COMPANY
                                                  (Registrant)

                                           By: /s/ Gary DeFazio
                                               ----------------------------
                                                   Gary DeFazio
                                                   Assistant Secretary
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